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Mobiles have become a good friend of every human being these days. Today, no one can imagine
their life without carrying a mobile phone on their hands; they even not go out without keeping
mobile phone. Only phones can keeps you connected throughout the world, from anywhere and
anytime phone can easily help the users. One can call, message, chat and enjoy with the phone.
Some such popular and latest phones of nokia are Nokia Lumina, Nokia X2-02, and Nokia android,
Nokia 6700, Nokia E71, Nokia E52, Nokia X6 and many more. Its attractive and fascinating features
magnetize or hold the attentions of anyone.

These handsets embedded with latest and entire multimedia functions, Nokia also introduced some
touch screen phones through which users can easily navigate internal phone features with ease. In
which you obtained striking features 3.5 inch TFT display screen and slide out QWERTY keyboard.
It also excludes some advanced messaging options like SMS, MMS, Email, Push Email and IM.
Several latest android phones of Nokia includes Nokia C6, Nokia X2 and Nokia C3 being
recognized among most of people. Nokia C6 was initiated in July 2010 on Indian mobile market, the
3G enabled multimedia phone contains high speed internet and also comes with nice looks and
superb quality camera option.

Nokia's best performer handset of year Nokia C6 price in Mumbai is Rs. 12300/- only, you can also
look upon details and features of this handset on online portal i.e. khojle.in. Nokia C6 approached
with more and extra features, the most quality and stylish mobile looms with Symbian OS v9.4
series 60 rel.5.  The Nokia C6 has 5 MP cameras with LED flash and Geo tagging features which
also offers video recording. The another latest technology launched by nokia company is Nokia X2,
Nokia X2 is most cheapest phones embedded with all latest and technology based features it
includes dual speakers, dedicated music keys, FM stereo and 3.5mm headphone jack.

It was especially built to meet the demands of the today's generation with sleek and slim model
along with powerful sound. You can easily access social networking sites like Facebook, orkut,
Twitter or Google plus. Nokia x2 price in Mumbai is at price of Rs.4, 199 only. The Nokia C3
considers as the smart handy phone with good connectivity tool and best phone for those who love
to use social networking sites on their phones. The Nokia C3 would definitely serve the purpose
well. Nokia C3 has 2 megapixel cameras and captures high quality videos and photos with great
quality; nokia c3 price in Mumbai is Rate Rs. 6,429 only.
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